1. Introduction.
R. H. Bing and M. L. Curtis have shown that if 9 is an upper semicontinuous decomposition of £" whose only nondegenerate elements are two compact continua, then the decomposition space G associated with g can be imbedded in £n+1, [l] . Accordingly a decomposition of £3 into two disjoint circles and points not on the circles can be imbedded in £4. In the same paper Bing and Curtis exhibited a decomposition of £3 into twelve mutually disjoint circles and points not on the circles so that the decomposition space could not be imbedded in £4. The method was to show that the space contained a 2-dimensional polyhedron, the Menger polyhedron M2, which Flores in [2] had shown could not be imbedded in £4. It was conjectured in [l] that if the only nondegenerate elements were three circles linked by pairs, then the decomposition space could not be homeomorphically mapped into £4. R. P. Goblirsch proved, however, that this conjecture was false (see [3] ). Below, by modifying the construction of Bing and Curtis and slightly strengthening Flores' result, we give an example of a decomposition of E3 into six circles and the points not on the circles so that the decomposition space cannot be imbedded in £4.
This paper formed part of a dissertation [4] written at the University of Wisconsin under the direction of R. H. Bing. The author wishes to express his gratitude to Professor Bing for his encouragement and for directing his attention to these problems. This research was supported in part by the National Science Foundation.
2. Description of the Bing-Curtis example. Consider the geometric 2-complex M%, the Menger 2-polyhedron, consisting of three triples of vertices a,-, bi, cit i=l, 2, 3, and all triangles of the form (a¿, b¡, Ck). In Figure 1 is depicted a construction by which Bing and Curtis imbed in £3 the subpolyhedron of M2 consisting of all triangles of M2 except those of the form (a¿, &», c¡), *=*1, 2, 3.
We will describe the construction in stages. Take a circular disk in the (x, y) plane and mark off in order at equal distances on its perimeter the points ci, b2, as, bi, a2, and b3. Denote by c2 the center Presented to the Society, April 17, 1959 under the title A decomposition of 3-space that cannot be imbedded in espace; received by the editors January 4, 1960.
1 The author thanks the referee and the Editor for their suggestions and has incorporated some of these in the paper. of the disk. Taking radii from c2 to each of the six designated points divides the disk into six sectors (a¿, b¡, c2), i¥^j, which correspond to triangles in M2.
Choose two points on the perpendicular to the ix, y) plane through Cj which lie at a distance from c2 equal to the radius of the disk, Ci above c2 and c3 below c2. Now take the spherical double cone over the Figure 1 boundary of the disk with vertices ci and c3. The upper hemisphere is divided into six spherical triangles (a¿, b,-, Ci), i¿¿j; the lower hemisphere, into "triangles" (a¿, b¡, c3) i^j.
The curvilinear complex so far constructed in £3 has three complementary domains, an unbounded domain W and two bounded domains, U above the ix, y) plane, V, below.
Let Du be the open disk which is the intersection of U with the plane through the 1-simplices ib3c2), (c2a3), (a3Ci), and (ci&3). In Dv^Ja3\Jb3 take a circular arc with endpoints a3 and b3. Similarly utilizing a planar open disk Dv in V, we fit the "triangles" ia3, b3, c2), (a3, b3, d), (ai, 61, c2), and (en, 61, c3) into the polyhedron.
In the (x, y) plane take a circular arc in IF with endpoints a2 and b2. By taking curvilinear cones over (<z262) from Ci and c3, we fit the "triangles" (a2, b2, Ci) and (a2, b2, c3) into the complex.
We now cut out the interiors of nine disks and add three annular rings to this complex, as follows: In (a3, b3, Ci) cut out the interior of a disk 7>i so that the boundary curve 7i intersects the boundary of ia3, b3, Ci) precisely in e%. In the triangles (an, b2, c2) and (<z3, b\, c2) cut out disks D2 and D3 whose boundaries J2 and J3 intersect the boundaries of their respective triangles in ai and b\. Using the holes cut out of the figure, an annular ring ^4i is placed with one boundary curve along the 1-chain (01&1) (&]Ci) (cifin) so that ^4i intersects the figure only along one of its boundary curves. Let the free boundary curve be called K\. See Figure 2 . In a similar manner by cutting out disks £1, £2, £3 with boundaries Ji, JI, Ji intersecting the 1-skeleton of the figure only in a2, b2, c2 respectively, we add an annular ring A2 with one boundary curve along (a2£>2) (¿>2c2) (c2a2) and with a free boundary curve K2. An annul us .<43 is fitted along the edges (a3ô3) (&3c3) (e3a3) running through cut-out disks Pi, £2, £3, with boundaries //', JI', Ji'. A3 intersects the previous figure only along the aforementioned edge path, and we call its free boundary curve K3. We call P the polyhedron so obtained.
We note that K\, K2, K3 are linked by pairs, /,• links £1 but none of the other added curves, JI links £2, and 7/' links K3. The twelve simple closed curves £,-, /,-, Ji, Ji' (*= 1, 2, 3) are all tame, and there is a homeomorphism of £3 onto itself taking the twelve curves onto a collection of twelve circles linked, of course, in a similar manner. This implies that the decomposition space described by using these twelve curves as nondegenerate elements is homeomorphic to one in which the nondegenerate elements are circles.
The Bing-Curtis example is the decomposition of £3 into the twelve curves and the remaining points. The decomposition space contains a homeomorph of M2, namely the image of P. Identifying the curves Ji, Ji, Ji' to points closes up the holes made by cutting out Di, £¿, £¿; identifying the curves £¿ to points adds in the triangles (a¿, b,, Ci), i=l, 2, 3, in the decomposition space.
We can improve the example to one with only nine nondegenerate elements whose decomposition space still contains M%. We eliminate 7i, JI, J{' by the device of using "pinched annuli" for the Ai, that is sets homeomorphic to a disk with two points on the boundary identified ; the idea is that such a figure still has two boundary curves such that if either is identified to a point, the identification image is again a disk. For example throwing away Ji, we leave (a3, b3, Ci) untouched and pass the pinched annulus Ai with one boundary curve on (ai&i) ihci) (cifli) through the holes at D2 and Dz. The other simple closed curve £i on the boundary of A i is free except at the point c\. Identifying Kit 72, J3 to points gives back all the triangles as before. The decomposition space with the nine curves £i, K2, K3, Ji, Ji, Ji' (i = 2, 3) as nondegenerate elements is the example mentioned.
3. Our example using six curves. It seems impossible to construct a decomposition space containing M2 using fewer than nine circles. To construct the example promised in the Introduction, we modify the original Bing-Curtis twelve curve example as follows. We cut out only the disks Di, £i and £3 bounded by the curves J\, J{ and Ji', eliminating the curves /,-, Ji, J"-u i = 2, 3. We relabel J%, J{ and Ji' simply as 7, J' and J". The annuli A{ described above with edges Ki are retained. We call Q the polyhedron so obtained. We consider now the decomposition of £a in which the six curves J, J', J", Ki, i=l, 2, 3, are the nondegenerate elements. The image of Q in the decomposition space we denote by N.
A7 is a polytope consisting of the union of twenty-seven topological triangles labelled in the same way as the triangles of M2. We shall describe a map / of M2 onto N which has the following property : for each pair of disjoint closed 2-simplexes <r and r, fi&) and/(r) are also disjoint. / maps the boundary of a 2-simplex (o,-6,-c*) isomorphically onto the boundary of the corresponding triangle in N with vertices going into corresponding vertices. Note that / restricted to the 1-skeleton of M2 is an isomorphism. The annulus Ai intersects the triangle (an, b2, c2) in Q in a line segment n which joins a point on Ki (the free boundary of Ai) to the vertex en. Except for one endpoint ri lies in the interior of (en, b2, c2). Similarly Ai intersects (a3, bit c2) in a segment r2 which joins a point on Ki to the vertex hi", except for one endpoint, r2 lies in the interior of (a3, b\, c2). We extend/ to map homeomorphically the interior of the simplex (en, 61, Ci) in A72 onto the interior of the image of A1 in A in such a fashion that the barycenter ß goes into the image of £1 and the closed line segments Si = aiß and s2 = biß go onto the images of t\ and r2 in N, respectively. In a similar fashion / takes the interior of (en, b2, c2) in Af2 onto the image in N of the interior of the triangle (en, b2, c2) from Q; the segment in M2 which connects the vertex ai with the barycenter of (en, b2, c2) is mapped onto the image of ri in N. Similarly/ is extended to the interior of (a3, &i, c2) in M2, mapping the segment which joins the barycenter of this simplex to the vertex bi onto the image of r2 inN.
Let us now describe the self-intersections caused by/ on the images of the simplexes mentioned, /(en, bi, Ci) meets /(en, b2, c2) exactly in the image of ri;/(cn, &i, Ci) meets/(a3, 61, c2) precisely in the image of H'tfifh, b2, c2) meets/(a3, bi, c2) only in the two points/(c2) and the point in N, corresponding to the curve K\, which is also the image of the barycenters of the three 2-simplexes. Notice that the selfintersections are produced only in the images of the interiors of the simplexes and that in M2 each pair of these simplexes has a vertex in common.
/ can be extended analogously over the remaining simplexes of M2 in such a way that the desired property is preserved. The theorem proved in the next section guarantees that N cannot be imbedded in £4 since if we let the C, f, and D used in the statement of the theorem be M2, f and N, the hypotheses of the Theorem are satisfied for n = 2. Since our example contains N, it in turn cannot be imbedded in£4.
We note that each pair of £1, £2, £3 are linked and J, J', J" link only Ki, K2, K3, respectively.
The decomposition of £3 using these six curves is equivalent to a decomposition of £3 using six circles similarly linked. We will complete the proof that this six curve decomposition space cannot be imbedded in £4 by proving in the next section that N, the singular image of M2, cannot be imbedded in £4. 4 . A strengthening of Flores' result. In order to obtain a proof of the theorem required, we have found it necessary to reprove many of the results mentioned in Flores' paper [2] , which is essentially an If two spaces X and F are homeomorphic, we shall write X » F. For «¡gO, Sn will always mean the boundary of the unit ball in £n+1. Lemma 1. V(S*, S*)«*S*+*+l.
Proof. This is, of course, well known, but later we shall need to use the particular homeomorphism described below. If (*, y, t)EV(S», S«), let <b(x, y, t) = (1 -ty>2x+tll2y. <p is a homeomorphism of V(Sp, S") onto Sp+q+1.
By a complex C we will always mean a countable locally finite complex; | C\ will be the underlying space with the barycentric metric. We will suppose that there is a fixed ordering vi, v2, v3, ---on the set of vertices of C which will be designated as Cv. Simplices will be considered to be closed. It will be understood that if a subcomplex of C contains a simplex a, it contains the faces of <r.
Suppose K and L are disjoint complexes. The join of K and L, £ o L, is a complex consisting of all simplices a such that avÇ.KvyjLv and d,nX" avi\Lv are vertices of a simplex in K, L, respectively. The next lemma is, again, well known, but the particular homeomorphism described will be used later. Lemma 2. Let K and L be disjoint complexes. Then F(|£|, |£|) *>\KoL\.
Proof. Given any pair of simplices aCK, tCL, we will define a homeomorphism/:
Via, r)->| a o r\. By the local finiteness of K and L it may be checked that these mappings may be fitted together to give the required homeomorphism. Let C be an »-dimensional complex and C a disjoint copy of C under an isomorphism 0. Then Í7(C) will be the subcomplex of Co C consisting of all (2w + l)-dimensional simplices a or' where a and t( = 0_1(t')) are disjoint w-simplices in C. We also denote
\U(Q\ by [/(G).
Associated with C is another space £(C) which is a subset of Vi\C\,p)XVi\C\,p).LiC) consists of all pairs (a, ß) for which one coordinate lies in a simplex a, the other coordinate lies in some F(r, p), and a and r are disjoint w-simplices in C. If (et, /3)£L(C), then iß, a)GL(C), and the two points are said to be symmetric in LiQ.
Lemma 3. £(C) and i/(C) are homeomorphic.
Proof. Flores defines a geometric mapping g of 7(C) onto Z7(C) which is clearly one-to-one and onto. Using the simplicial definition of join we give an equivalent characterization of g in terms of barycentric formulae which exhibit the bicontinuity of g more clearly and which shall also be needed in the next step.
Let (a, ß) be a point of £(C) for which a and ß both belong to | C\. Then g maps the line segment (a, Viß, p)) affinely onto half the line Via, ß') connecting a and ß'i = 6iß)) in Z7(C) so that g((a, p)) =a and giia, ß)) is the midpoint (a, ß', 1/2). Similarly g maps {Via, p), ß) affinely onto the other half of the line Via, ß') so that güp, ß)) =/3'. Using the formulae for g we shall find a direct meaning intrinsic to ¿7(C) for two points of £/(C) to be symmetric.
Suppose x= 23XiW<+ ^pßivi)(£X,+ Xju¿= 1) is a point of (7(C);
let Oix) = 7.udk+ 2^X¿0(ü,). 0 is an involution (a period two homeomorphism) of 17(C) onto UiC) which we shall call the antipodal map of UiC); x and 0(x) will be called antipodal points of UiC). It is easy to see that if (l-t)x+ty = z£.U(C), 6(z) = (l-t)d(x)+td(y). A space X will be called absolutely knotted iabsolut selbstverschlungen, [2] ) with respect to Em if there is no mapping <b of F(X, p) into Em satisfying these conditions, (a) <b is one-to-one on X and (b) <f>iX) r\(biVix,p)-x)=o.
Clearly no subset of Em~1 is absolutely knotted in £m since V(Em~l, p) may be imbedded in £m. Thus if X is absolutely knotted with respect to Em, Vi/X, p) cannot be imbedded in Em and X cannot be imbedded in Em~\ Define M0 to be a set of three points, and Mn= F(Af"_i, Mo), n>0. Mn may be thought of as n +1 triples of points ait bi, c,-, i = 1, • • -, ra + 1 and all «-dimensional simplices having exactly one vertex in each triple.
Lemma S. There is a homeomorphism of S2n+1 onto £(A7") under which antipodal points in S2n+1 correspond precisely to symmetric points in LiMn).
Proof. We shall actually exhibit a homeomorphism of S2n+1 onto (7(Af") so that antipodal points in S2n+1 correspond to antipodal points in UiMn). The proof proceeds by induction on «.
Let Under the induction hypothesis and the case n = 0, we have homeomorphisms hn-i, ho of S2""1, S1 onto Z7(il7"_i), UiMo), respectively.
We consider S2"-1 and Sl imbedded in £2n+2 exactly as in the proof of Lemma 1. Using the homeomorphism <p described there, we have <p: ViS2n~\ S^-ïS^QE2^2. Now we define K : ViS2n~\ S1) -*ViUiMn-i), UiMo)) by *"'((*, y, 0) -(*-iC*). h0(y), t)
= il-t)h"-iix)-\-thoiy), and the image point may be considered to be in UiMn) by the identification mentioned above. Let z and -z be antipodal points of S2n+1. There is a point (x, y, t) in V(Sin~1, S1) so that «>((*, y, 0) = (1 -t)ll2x+tll2y = z. It follows that -z=(l-01/2(-*)+i1/2(-:y)=<K(-*. ~y, 0)-By hypothesis 0(ä"_i(x)) = ä"_i( -x); since in addition 0(Ao(y)) = ho( -y), eihU'Kz)) = Ö((l -t)hn-iix) + thoiy)) = (1 -t)hn-ii-x) + th(-y)
= hW'i-z).
The argument may clearly be reversed, so we may set A" = /zn'0_I.
Theorem. Suppose C is an n-dimensional complex so that there is a homeomorphism of S2n+l onto £(C) under which antipodal points of S2n+l are carried onto symmetric points in £(C). If f is a mapping of | C\ onto a metric space D so that for any pair a, r of disjoint nsimplices in C, fia)C\fij) =0, then D is absolutely knotted with respect Thus symmetric points in £(C) are carried onto distinct symmetric points in £. Now let <p be a mapping of F(£, p) into £2n+1. There is a map x¡/ of £ into £2n+1 which takes a point (7, S) of £ into the endpoint of W, the vector from <piy) to <£(ô), translated to the origin so that its starting point is at the origin. ^(7, 5) and ^(S, 7) are symmetric with respect to the origin of £2n+1.
We denote by h the homeomorphism of 52n+1 onto £(C) assumed in the hypotheses.
If x, -x are antipodal in 52n+1, £&(x) and £A( -x) are distinct symmetric points in £. By the Borsuk-Ulam Theorem there exists an antipodal pair x, -x in 52n+1 so that \¡/Fhix)=\pFhi -x); since the image points are also, as we have observed previously, symmetric about the origin, it follows that \pFh maps x and -x into the origin.
Let Fhix) = iy, 8) so £A( -x) = (5, 7). Since 1^(7, 5) is the origin, <t>iy)=4>iô). If yCD, S£77 implies <b is not one-to-one on D; if 5 is a point of V(D, p) -D, <piD)r\d>iViD, p) -D)^0.
Accordingly D is absoutely knotted with respect to £2n+1.
5. Remarks and questions. Some questions may be raised in view of the preceding results.
Question
1. Is there a decomposition of £3 into « circles, n<6, and points not on the circles so that the decomposition space cannot be imbedded in £4? The author conjectures that if w = 4 the answer is no. The results of Bing-Curtis and Goblirsch definitely settle the question in the negative for « <4. An example of a collection of circles for which the question is open is one of five circles in £3 so that each circle links exactly two others.
Question 2. If each nondegenerate element is a polyhedral simple closed curve rather than a circle, what is the least number of nondegenerate elements so that the decomposition space cannot be imbedded in £4? It would be useful here to know broad conditions under which a collection of tame simple closed curves is equivalent in £3 (under a global homeomorphism) to a collection of circles. Question 3. In Question 2 allow one or more of the curves to be wildly imbedded in £3.
